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Abstract
Searches for dark matter (DM) produced using collider data probe wide re-
gions of the allowed parameter space of many models and have become com-
petitive with more traditional searches. The interpretations of the results can
be efficiently performed in simplified models, which feature only a mediator
and a DM candidate together with the interactions among them and the stan-
dard model particles. The DMSIMP model in FEYNRULES currently features
a wide set of s-channel simplified models and can be exploited by the MAD-
GRAPH5 AMC@NLO framework to produce event samples including NLO
QCD corrections for realistic simulations. Higher-order corrections typically
have a sizeable impact on the total production rate and lead to a reduction of the
theoretical uncertainties. In this short note we report on a recent update of the
DMSIMP model, which makes it possible to simulate dark matter production
in association with bottom quarks in a mixed four-flavour scheme, where the
MS renormalisation for the bottom-quark Yukawa is employed, while the bot-
tom quark mass is on shell. By comparing with five-flavour scheme, we show
that the mixed four-flavor scheme provides reliable predictions for DM+bb¯ fi-
nal states in a wide range of DM masses.
1. Introduction
The most recent searches for Dark Matter (DM) performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations
rely on a framework of simplified models characterised by one new particle that mediates the interaction
between the dark sector and the Standard Model (SM). These simplified models have been systematically
categorised in the DM Forum Report [1] in terms of parameter space and collider signature. In LHC Run-
1 and especially in Run-2, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have examined a large variety of these
models and signatures [2–11].
Motivated by the significant impact of these searches and the corresponding interpretations in the
context of simplified models, a very general implementation of these models in the FEYNRULES [12]/MAD-
GRAPH5 AMC@NLO [13] (MG5AMC henceforth) framework, dubbed DMSIMP, accurate up to NLO
in QCD has been released [14–16]. It features s-channel mediators (SM gauge singlet, spin 0 or 1
bosons) coupling to DM and SM particles. Predictions and event generation for this class of models can
be achieved at NLO QCD accuracy, in a fully automatic way, for a wide set of observable/final states,
while also employing matching/merging multi-jet techniques [17].
In this short note, we consider the specific case of s-channel spin-0 mediators produced in as-
sociation with heavy quarks (DM+HF), for which the sensitivity with Run-2 data started to probe an
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interesting phase space of parameters [2, 3, 8]. It was already shown in the literature that higher-order
QCD corrections provide a sizeable impact on production rates and reduction of the theoretical uncer-
tainty for the DM production associated with a top-quark pair [15]. We focus on the production of DM
particles in association with bottom quarks (denoted DM+b¯b) and in particular on the issue of choosing
the most appropriate scheme (which might depend on the mass of the mediator) for the simulation of
final states involving missing transverse momentum and one or two b-jets. As for the case for Higgs+b¯b
production, which has been widely discussed in the literature, e.g., [18], a key ingredient for improving
the convergence of the perturbative series and therefore the reliability of the predictions, is the choice
of the flavour scheme and of the renormalisation of the bottom-quark coupling with the scalar media-
tor (which we will dub bottom Yukawa in the following). The aim of this note is to explicitly show
that also for the DM case, the choice of a mixed scheme (on-shell for the bottom-quark mass and MS
for the bottom-Yukawa coupling) provides reliable predictions for a wide range of mediator masses and
signatures.
2. Details of the simulation
As it is well known, processes featuring b quarks in the final state can be described in different schemes:
if the hard scale Q of the process is comparable with the bottom-quark mass mb, then the so-called four-
flavour scheme (4FS) can be employed, where the heavy quarks are produced in the hard interaction. In
other words, bottom quarks are not present inside the proton, thus the corresponding partonic density
is zero. On the other hand, if the process is characterised by scales Q  mb, one effectively treats
the bottom quark as massless and introduces a five-flavour scheme (5FS). In this case the bottom-quark
partonic density inside the proton is perturbatively generated for scales Q > mb. Both schemes have
advantages and disadvantages,1 thus a careful study to compare the results in the two cases is required.
As mentioned above, in our study we employ the DMSIMP UFO models [14–16], which include
all ingredients needed in order to perform NLO-accurate predictions in MG5AMC. The models so far
have been implemented either with 4FS or 5FS, with corresponding on-shell scheme for the Yukawa’s
in the case of scalar mediators. In this work, we present the model featuring a scalar mediator, where
the MS scheme is used for the renormalisation of the bottom-quark Yukawa coupling (while for the
top-quark Yukawa we stick to the on-shell scheme). The corresponding renormalisation counterterms
read:
δyt = −yt g
2
s
12pi2
(
3
¯
+ 4− 6 log mt
µR
)
, (1)
δyb = −yb g
2
s
4pi2¯
. (2)
The MS renormalisation scheme allows to automatically resum possibly large logs of the type µR/mb
where the renormalisation scale µR has to be chosen of the order of the mediator mass and introduces
the scale dependence for yb. In order to take such a dependence into account, notably for the esti-
mate of missing higher-order uncertainties via scale variations, some changes in the code generated by
MG5AMC are necessary, discussed in [21–24].
With the DMSIMP notation, the relevant Lagrangian for the DM+b¯b production, i.e. the interac-
tions of a spin-0 mediator (Y0) with Dirac-type DM candidates (XD) and quarks, is given by [15]
L = X¯D(gSXD + igPXDγ5)XD Y0 +
∑
q=t,b
q¯
yq√
2
(gSq + ig
P
q γ5)q Y0 , (3)
1A large literature on this topic exists. See refs. [19,20] for a recent appraisal of the relations and applicability of the schemes
and a more comprehensive list of references and ref. [18] for a thorough presentation of the phenomenological implications and
comparisons in searches for additional Higgs bosons in association with b quarks.
where gS/P are the scalar/pseudoscalar couplings of DM and quarks. We normalise the couplings be-
tween a spin-0 mediator and quarks to the SM Yukawa couplings, and explicitly write the Lagrangian
only for the third generation quarks. We note that the top Yukawa indirectly plays a role in DM+b¯b
production via the mediator width. The pure scalar mediator scenario (Y0 = φ) is given by gSXD 6= 0,
gSq 6= 0 and gPXD = gPq = 0, while the pure pseudoscalar mediator scenario (Y0 = a) is given by
gPXD 6= 0, gPq 6= 0 and gSXD = gSq = 0. In this work, we consider such a pure scalar or pseudoscalar
scenario, and take unity for the coupling parameters as a benchmark. In the following, we consider the
13 TeV LHC, and present the results for both scalar and pseudoscalar mediators for mass assumptions
that range from 10 GeV to 1 TeV. We assume that the DM mass mχ is always 1 GeV. The results are
valid as long as the condition mφ/a > 2mχ is fulfilled.
We employ the NNPDF3.0 set, consistent with the order of the computation and with the flavour
scheme (the LHAPDF6 [25] IDs of the LO and NLO 4FS sets are 263400 and 260400 respectively, while
the 5FS ones are 263000 and 260000). The renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to HT /3 (HT
denotes the sum of transverse masses of final-state particles); such a choice is motivated by the findings
of Refs. [19, 20]. We stress that this is not the default choice for LO (i.e. without the [QCD] tag) and
NLO (with the [QCD] tag) runs in MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO. For the former, the default scale is the
transverse mass of the 2→ 2 partonic system resulting from a kT-clustering of final-state partons; for the
latter, it is HT /2. In all results, we require to have at least one b-tagged jet with pT > 30GeV, where the
jet is defined through the anti-kT algorithm [26], as implemented in FastJet [27, 28], with R = 0.4.
The generation of the processes in the 4FS can be performed by issuing the following commands:
import model DMsimp_s_spin0_4f_ybMSbar
generate p p > b b˜ xd xd˜ / a z w+ w- [QCD]
In the 5FS in order to have a NLO-accurate description of the one b-jet bin, the following commands are
necessary:
import model DMsimp_s_spin0_5f_ybMSbar
generate p p > j xd xd˜ [QCD]
Although we only present results of the fixed-order calculations, i.e. without parton shower, in this note,
merging of different jet multiplicities in the 5FS at NLO can be performed with the FxFx [17] or UN-
LOPS [29] method. On the other hand, merging different multiplicities in a 4FS needs special care and
cannot be done automatically, yet.
3. Results
Figure 1a shows the LO and NLO cross sections for pp → bb¯ + χχ¯ as a function of the scalar or
pseudoscalar mediator mass. The DM mass is assumed to be 1 GeV. Figure 1b shows the ratio of the
cross-section for 5FS and 4FS, for different accuracy orders, with a b-jet pT cut of 30 GeV (referred to as
xptb in the figures and captions). The corresponding numbers are quoted in Table 1. It is found that the
different flavour schemes differ by a factor of 2 at NLO-accuracy, which is relatively independent of the
mediator mass. On the other hand, the cross section at LO differs between the two flavour schemes, with
a strong dependence on the mediator mass. Such a large discrepancy at NLO and for a not-so-exclusive
observable is quite surprising, and was not observed in Ref. [21]. However, the 5FS simulation employed
had only a LO-accurate description of the b-jet related observables. In a more recent study [30], where
higher multiplicities were included also in the 5FS via NLO merging, a similar discrepancy (factor ∼ 2)
between the 5FS and 4FS was also observed in the one b-jet bin.
The NLO to LO ratio (K factor) in the 4FS is shown in Figure 2, for different values of the jet
pT (xptb) cut. We observed how a harder cut turns into larger NLO corrections, at least for mediator
masses below 100 GeV. Above this value the K factor is rather insensitive on the xptb cut.
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Fig. 1: (a) Cross section for pp→ bb¯+χχ¯ in the scalar or pseudoscalar mediator models at LO and NLO
using the 4FS. (b) Ratio of the cross sections calculated in the 4FS and 5FS with a jet pT requirement of
30 GeV.
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Fig. 2: Dependence of the NLO/LO K-factors on the xptb requirement in the 4FS The uncertainty band
around each line includes scales and intra-PDF variations on the NLO cross-section. Scalar mediator
models are shown in the upper panel and pseudoscalar mediator models are shown in the bottom panel.
We conclude by stressing that some extra care should be employed in the definition of the DM+bb¯
signal, as it may receive a sizeable contribution from non yb-induced terms. In the case of the SM Higgs
boson this has been studied in Ref. [24], where it has been shown that the yt-induced contribution toHbb¯
is not only larger than is yb-induced counterpart, but it also receives large NLO corrections. This can be
particularly relevant e.g. in two-Higgs-doublet model scenarios for low and intermediate tanβ.
4. Conclusions
We have presented an updated version of the DMSIMP model, which includes a mixed renormalisation
scheme for the bottom quark mass and Yukawa coupling: the former is renormalised in the on-shell
scheme, while the latter in the MS one. This choice is motivated by several studies in the case of Higgs
and bottom quarks associated production, and should be employed in future simulations of DM+b¯b. The
DM+b¯bNLO cross sections have been investigated under two different flavour schemes. The dependence
of these cross sections has also been studied as a function of various transverse momentum requirements
on the jets and b-jets in the final state. We note that the DM+b¯b NLO cross sections obtained in this paper
are found to be consistent with those used by the ATLAS Collaboration [2], which are generated in a 4FS
setup with an xptb requirement of 30 GeV. On the other hand, the CMS Collaboration [8] uses the same
mφ [GeV] σNLO,4FS (HT /3, MS) [pb] σNLO,5FS (HT /3, MS) [pb]
10 7.65± 0.06 +23.4%+1.4%−21.7%−1.4% 16.96± 0.15 +40.1%+1.9%−35.7%−1.9%
100 0.36± 0.04 +9.8%+1.6%−11.2%−1.6% 0.779± 0.006 +5.2%+1.9%−15.1%−1.9%
350 (10.50± 0.10) · 10−3 +10.9%+2.1%−12.6%−2.1% (21.21± 0.15) · 10−3 +3.0%+2.3%−5.7%−2.3%
500 (1.78± 0.02) · 10−3 +13.0%+2.6%−14.0%−2.6% (3.49± 0.03) · 10−3 +3.3%+2.8%−3.4%−2.8%
ma [GeV] σNLO,4FS (HT /3, MS) [pb] σNLO,5FS (HT /3, MS) [pb]
10 6.69± 0.07 +18.6%+1.4%−19.7%−1.4% 17.10± 0.12 +40.1%+1.9%−35.7%−1.9%
100 0.34± 0.03 +6.5%+1.7%−9.5%−1.7% 0.776± 0.006 +5.0%+1.9%−15.0%−1.9%
350 (8.23± 0.04) · 10−3 +11.2%+2.1%−12.1%−2.1% (16.55± 0.11) · 10−3 +2.8%+2.3%−5.2%−2.3%
500 (1.31± 0.01) · 10−3 +12.1%+2.5%−13.5%−2.5% (2.68± 0.02) · 10−3 +2.9%+2.8%−3.7%−2.8%
Table 1: NLO cross sections for benchmark points. The generator statistical uncertainties are the sym-
metric ones next to the cross section values, while the scale and intra-PDF uncertainties are the asym-
metric ones on the right of the cross section values.
models 5FS LO cross sections without the xptb requirement. Given our results, it could be useful to
consider employing a common scheme between ATLAS and CMS, at least for the normalisation of the
predictions. In this respect, a pragmatic approach such as the Santander matching scheme [31] adopted
for Higgs in association with b quarks, could also be employed in the case of DM production.
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